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The title of this conference is Power, language, violence. 
 
In this paper I will refer to power as in the power struggle between red terrorism and the 
Italian state in the 1970s, which saw the Italian state victorious thanks to the special 
legislation on repentance that was passed at the end of the 1970s (I will explain later on 
this legislation in detail);  the violence is the violence that resulted from this struggle, 
which culminated with the kidnapping and murder of Aldo Moro, the secretary of the 
Christian Democratic party by the Red Brigades, and the language is that of  cinema in 
the 1990s and Third Millennium, which represented these events. 
 
I have chosen two films, one is La seconda volta (The second Time), directed by Mimmo 
Calopresti, 1994, with Nanni Moretti as a protagonist. For those who know little about 
current Italian cinema, Nanni Moretti is one of the most important 
director/producer/exhibitor/actor of Italian cinema of the last thirty years. His films, from 
the end of the 1970s have always questioned the Left responsibility in the failure of the 
project of social change that emerged in 1968. His films thus appeal to a Left-wing 
intelligentsia. La seconda volta  tells the story of Alberto, a professor of economics at the 
University of Turin. He was wounded some 15 years before in his apartment by a group 
of terrorist.  
 
The second film is Buongiorno, notte (Goodmorning, Night), by veteran director Marco 
Bellocchio (2003). Marco Bellocchio emerged as a young director in 1962 with I pugni in 
tasca (Fists in the pockets), a film about the workers strikes in the early 1960s. 
Bellocchio has always made films within the category of auteur films, which in Italy 
includes also a pedagogic and intellectual commitment to consciousness rising.  
 
 
As a way of introduction, let me first explain briefly the background to the first film. 
Alberto is a university professor of economics and was attacked by a terrorist command. 
As a matter of fact, many journalists, university professors, judges and also union leaders 
who were considered  conservative and act in the state’s interests or in maintaining the 
status quo, were attacked and often killed by the Red Brigades.  
From the end of the 1960s, Italy went through a long decade of political unrest. It is 
important to distinguish between red terrorism and fascist terrorism. Red terrorism 
attacked only and always individuals who were in position of command, while fascist 
terrorism, often in collusion with the secret services, attacked random targets and in 
crowded places. (So, think about Bali, and think about the Twin towers, as a 
contemporary parallel). For example, in 1969, fascists put a bomb in a bank in Milan, but 
anarchist were blamed for this act; another fascist cell put a bomb in a square in Brescia, 
in 1974, a North Italian city, while there was a union demonstration, and eight people 
were killed; in the same year, in the Summer 1974, another bomb exploded on a train 
between Florence and Bologna, this time killing 12 people. As it turned out, these bombs 
were placed by extreme Right wing groups. This was called the “strategy of tension”, 
very similar to the strategy of terror advocated by the Bush and Howard administrations. 
The strategy of tension aimed at de-stabilise society in a moment of great social change, 
and in which it looked like the Communist Party, for the first time since the end of the 
Second World war, was able to pose a real threat to the Christian Democrats. In fact, with 
the political elections of 1976, the PCI came very close to form government. 
 
In La seconda volta we see Alberto, several years after his attack, who lives with a bullet 
in his head because it is difficult to remove, who meets, by chance, Lisa, one of his 
former attackers, walking apparently free, in the city streets. The bullet has left a mark, as 
Alberto suffers of black-outs, in which he looses memory. The metaphor is self-evident: 
his black-outs point at the amnesia that hit Italy after the dismantling of the terrorist 
groups, in the 1980s. Only in the 1990s and 2000, Italian directors have started to 
question the past, in particular the movements of 1968 and the decade of the 1970s. 
 
The second film, Buongiorno notte, is again a history film, set in 1978. It tells the story of 
the kidnapping and murder of Aldo Moro. Bellochio is concerned in this film not so 
much in the reconstruction of those days or in  telling a truthful version of the story, but 
he is imagining that one of the terrorists involved in the kidnapping, indeed the only 
woman who was part of the commando, has doubts about the validity of their acts. In one 
word, Bellocchio wonders what would have happened if Chiara, inspired to the real Anna 
Laura Braghetti, the Red Brigades’ terrorist, had freed Aldo Moro? In fact, the film ends 
with Aldo Moro walking out of his prison free in the streets of the suburb EUR. 
 
This is the premise.  
These two films are emblematic of a rich body of work that has emerged from the early 
1990s in Italian cinema which looks at the immediate past of the 1970s and terrorism. All 
these films question in critical way those years, and my argument is that they act as a 
giant act of repentance. So, what is repentance? 
 
Repentance 
The phenomenon of repentance emerged with the arrest of the members of the group 
Autonomia Operaia (Workers’ Autonomy) on 7 April 1979i and gained momentum in 
1984 with the trial. With the kidnapping and murder of the Christian Democratic Party 
Secretary Aldo Moro at the hands of the Red Brigades in 1978, the Italian government 
approved an emergency legislation to defeat terrorism. It is generally recognised that the 
death of Aldo Moro marked the crisis of Italian red terrorism. Increasing defections left 
terrorist groups more and more isolated from intermediary groups and individuals that 
provided logistic support while conducting a normal life. Ultimately, the Red Brigades 
became isolated from the entire Left-wing spectrum. The arrests of 7 April 1979 were 
crucial to the end of the radical Left and opened a period of political conformism which 
accelerated a wider process of historical revisionism. 
On that day, former and current militants of the group Autonomia Operaia (Workers’ 
Autonomy),ii along with Antonio Negri, a professor of political theory at the University 
in Padua, were arrested. Later, other members of the terrorist group Prima Linea (Front 
Line) were also jailed. It took four years, after much shifting of evidence and polemic, 
before seventy-one people were tried for “promoting an insurrection, forming a 
subversive organisation and an armed band, performing several actions related to political 
violence”iii. The case, which had great media coverage, came to be known as the ‘7 April’ 
trial. 
The arrest and trial of the seventy-one leaders, militants and university professors 
belonging to some of the most radical groups of the 1970s was in fact constructed against 
all Italian post-1968 radical movements.iv What the radical groups called “proletarian 
war” or “class war” was defined as terrorism and a conspiracy against the state; the 
judges and the media saw different groups as a single organisation which co-ordinated 
terrorism with a subversive strategy. A fundamental role in the reconstruction or re-
interpretation of the past (the 1970s) was played by the oral testimony of the so-called 
pentiti (repentants), former terrorists who denounced their past comrades, broke all 
relationships with them, repented their actions and thereby proved their will to 
collaborate with the judicial system. Those who were the heroes of the alleged 
revolutionary uprising were now disillusioned representatives of generational self-
criticism.  
The phenomenon of secularised repentance shares its basic principles in Catholicism 
and its biblical rituals. Features of repentance are self-confrontation, acknowledgement of 
sin and remorse, which leads to the awareness of having broken moral laws. From the 
part of the Italian judicial system, repentance was primarily a way to secure confessions 
from terrorists (Red Brigades and other groups) to enable the dismantling of the terrorist 
groups between the late 1970s and 1980s. As this proved a successful strategy, the law on 
pentiti became a backbone of Italian legislation and it was then extended to the Mafiosi 
who were willing to collaborate with the judiciary. The law operated through confession, 
state forgiveness of the sin, and return of the repentant to the community after a reduced 
sentence to prison. Foucault directed his attention to confessional technologies and 
recognised its part in many areas, from justice, to medicine, education, love and family 
relationships. Thus following a Foucauldian interpretation of the confessional as a 
disciplining discourse, secular repentance is an appropriate goal for punishment. It 
contains the idea of public admissions of guilt and acknowledges the legitimacy of the 
authority. David Moss has also interpreted the phenomenon of repentance in Italy from a 
socio-anthropological point of view, taking Marcel Mauss’ theory of the gift as an 
interpretive tool that explains the exchange between the Italian institutions and the 
pentiti.v The insider knowledge about underground structures and parallel structures that 
supported armed struggle became an item of exchange; it was valuable information also 
needed to be delivered in the hands of the judiciary with permanent and sincere 
detachment from violence. Importantly, as the 7 April trial became a highly mediated 
event with partial publication of the proceedings and confessions of the pentiti, 
repentance became thus a theatre that offered the spectacle of punishment and discipline, 
the ultimate and ironic defeat for the ex-terrorists. 
Why I say ironic?  Because it was the Red Brigades that initiated the ritual of 
confession with their proletarian trials of kidnapped people and daily release of 
communiqués to the media with the confessions of the prisoner. This practice was 
perfected during the kidnapping of Aldo Moro, as he was required by his abductors to 
confess his political sins. Red Brigades’ communiqués and Moro’s letters were released 
daily to the press, followed by government counter-press releases and declarations, 
transforming the kidnapping in spectacle. 
The phenomenon of repentance produced a further fracture among the terrorists 
themselves and between militants of the Left and public opinion. On the one hand there 
were the so-called irriducibili (indomitables), the core group of the Red Brigades which 
had kidnapped and killed Aldo Moro (Mario Moretti was the leader), who continued to 
attack the state from prison, and, on the other, the group of some of the historical leaders 
of the Red Brigades, such as Alberto Franceschini and Roberto Ognibene, who wanted to 
put their past behind. This division further alienated the irriducibili from the rest of the 
Left and public opinion, while the pentiti were able to talk to the media from prison and 
write articles for newspapers and current affairs weeklies. 
 
So let’s go back to the films. In La seconda volta, Alberto’s memory is triggered when 
he sees by chance his former attacker, Lisa, walking around the city streets. She is on 
day-release, has a job, her life seems normal, but at nine o' clock at night she must return 
to Le Nuove, Turin's jail. Alberto then starts his obsessive reconstruction of the facts and 
the historical context of his attack by following Lisa, searching for his file and 
newspapers clips about the 7 April trial. He also reads the books that Renato Curcio and 
Rosanna Faranda, two of the historical leaders of the Red Brigades,
 
published while in 
prison. One of the most explanatory scenes of Alberto's indignation about ex-terrorists 
being on the centre-stage of cultural and media life occurs when Alberto reads an excerpt 
from one of these books. SCENA FILM. 
 This reading well summarises the feeling of failure and defeat of the revolutionary 
Left: 
 
One thing were the Red Brigades with their actions, and their revolutionary manifesto. 
Quite another thing is our duty to retain dignity in defeat. The merit of failed 
revolutions is that they avoid the faults of successful revolutions. All successful 
revolutions somehow betray their promises but the failed ones can only betray their 
motivations. All in all, this seems to me a lesser betrayal. On the other hand, the 
generosity shown by some of my generation in joining the risky political ideological 
fight represents a positive value for which we'll eventually be given credit. I say this 
without shame. Today I feel great compassion for myself and for my defeated 
generation. This arises from the observation that we've been denied the freedom to live 
out the expectations we had when we joined society. We couldn't live in the way we 
had chosen because the previous generation brutally blocked our path by asking us to 
conform or die. So some died fighting, many died with heroin in their veins, and many 
more survived by killing off their dreams of change. In jail I received many letters 
from my peers who talk about their lives with great bitterness, having become aware 
of the defeat of their generation which no individual success can ever redeem. 
 
The following day Alberto talks angrily to his sister: "They are all out and about... Red 
Brigades, Frontline... They are all busy writing books. And they get published". 
Alberto meets with Lisa, but there is no successful closure to their encounter. The 
attempt at dialogue or understanding and forgiving is frustrated. Their story is that of two 
people with a common history who meet in a society that is profoundly changed and in 
which their story no longer matters or offers any interest. Despite the system of 
repentance put in place by the state, there is no forgiveness from the part of direct victims 
of terrorism. The film offers closure only at an individual level: Alberto leaves for 
Germany, supposedly to finally go under surgery to remove the bullet, as it is time for 
Italy to deal with the past and finally free society from the guilt. Meanwhile, Lisa gives 
up her day-release, as she understands that there is no real redemption for her past 
actions. 
 
In the second film,  
Through Chiara, Marco Bellocchio wants to challenge History by proposing a fluidity 
of History. Chiara is the only character in the film who can still dream and through her 
dreams she is able to re-invent the tragic ending of the kidnapping. In fact the film ends 
with Aldo Moro leaving his prison, walking in the streets of EUR. A part from proposing 
once more the element of repentance, through Chiara’s increasing doubts about the 
political validity of killing Aldo Moro, the interesting element in this film is the confused 
identity of the terrorists. We see them in the apartment that served as prison for Aldo 
Moro, watching television. Bellocchio uses footage from television to fill in the factual 
gaps: the Pope’s address to the Red Brigades, Berlinguer’s  speech in support of national 
solidarity against terrorism, (Berlinguer was the then secretary of the Communist Party), 
Aldo Moro’s funerals (with the Pink Floyd’s opening bars of Shine on you crazy 
diamond). Bellocchio’s use of fragments from the Saturday night show with Raffaella 
Carrà, a popular show-girl, and segments of military parades from Stalinist Russia, 
indicate the ambiguity of the identity formation of the militants of the Red Brigades, 
caught between pleasure through entertainment and bold Communism. SCENA 
Luisa Passerini defined 1968 as a conceptual triangle formed by “subjectivity, desire, 
utopia”vi. These terms have re-emerged powerfully in the 1980s and 1990s films in 
various ways, with the common elements of nostalgia for rebellion and the utopian 
tension of 1968. While in the last twenty years capitalism offered new ways to understand 
utopia, with flexible and nomadic networks and jobs, tolerance of differences, and 
removal of the boundaries between personal and political through the media exposure of 
events that have involved political figures (Diana’s life and death, Bill Clinton’s sexual 
life), Italian directors felt the urge to dig the past inquiring into a range of possibilities of 
utopia. Unfortunately, the focus on terrorism curtailed any other propositional feature of 
1968, directing filmic inquiry into the moral and existential dilemma of propaganda by 
the deed. 
One of the most important problems that anguished the generation of 1968 was the 
phenomenon of repentance, established by decree 625/1979. This law did not only have 
effects on the pentito’s identity, but it also dramatically affected collective identity of the 
generation of 1968 and their social and political relations. References to repentance 
emerge powerfully in many films produced in the 1990s and 2000s, signifying the 




                                                 
i For a discussion of the significance of the 7 April trial in Italian political imaginary of the time, 
see Alessandro Portelli (1985). 
iiAmong the most important leaders arrested were Oreste Scalzone, Franco Piperno, Emilio 
Vesce, Manzio Sturaro, Ivo Galimberti, Luciano Ferrari-Bravo and Carmela di Rocco. 
iii Portelli, A. 1985, p. 6. 
iv Portelli, 1985. 
                                                                                                                                                 
v Moss, David, 2001. 
vi Passerini Luisa, 2002, p. 13. 
